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"That's not us. Really. Different company 5,000 miles away."

	

Chain Reaction Bicycles began in February, 1980. We were the first with that name, but didn't go the effort of protecting it, other

than making sure it was clear that we were in fact the first, and that we were also the first to use it in interstate commerce. This

became important a couple decades ago, when someone in North Carolina actually sent legal paperwork to us demanding that we

cease & desist using the name and give up our website to them. I learned a lot about trademark law in a very short period of time and

showed them the error of their ways.

Flash-forward a dozen years or so, with the 'net a strongly international presence, and traditional barriers to shipping product across

national borders rapidly being ignored or removed. A very large on-line mail-order operation in Northern Ireland took up almost the

same name as us, ChainReactionCycles (instead of ChainReactionBicycles or just ChainReaction, the two names we "own" on the

'net). They have a marketing budget that's larger than the total sales of most bicycle shops, spending so much money on Google paid

advertising that people looking for us often find them. And think they're us, because you really have to dig to discover they're not in

the US, and everything on their site displays in US dollars.

As a result, we get weekly, sometimes daily, once in a while a couple times daily phone calls asking "Where is my order" and we

have to go to some degree of trouble to make sure it isn't actually us (we don't ship anything but we do take orders through our own

website). "Does the website have a Black & Orange background, or Blue & White? Ours is Black & Orange. Doesn't matter, we still

get quite a few insisting that it's our shop, and where the #$#&(@ is their order???

If you order from www.ChainReaction.com or www.ChainReactionBicycles.com, that's us. Anything else is not. Of course, the

people who need to know this aren't reading it, because they're on the wrong website. :-) --Mike--
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